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Abstract. In this paper, we consider actions of G = Zp (with p an odd

prime) on spaces X which are of cohomology type (0, 0) (i.e., have the

mod-p cohomology of the one-point union of an n-sphere, a 2n-sphere and a

a 3n-sphere, n odd). If X is not totally non-homologous to zero in Xq we

determine the fixed set, give examples of all possibilities for the fixed set and

compute the cohomology ring structure of the orbit space in the case where G

acts freely. In [4], we considered fixed sets for related spaces, when X is totally

non-homologous to zero in Xq .

1. Introduction

Let X be a finite CW complex with cohomology groups satisfying:

; = 0, «, 2«, 3«,
otherwise.

h'w={1:
If Ui generates Hin(X ; Z), / = 1, 2, 3, we say that X has cohomology type

(a, b) when u\ - au2 and uxu2 = bu$ (terminology due to Toda [7]). Let G =

Zp (p an odd prime) act on X. If b ^ 0 (mod p), then either X ~p Sn x S2n

or X ~p P3(n) depending on whether a = 0 (mod p) or a ^ 0 (mod p). Here

X ~p Y means that X and Y have isomorphic mod-p cohomology rings.

When b / 0 (mod p) the nature of the fixed set of G on X has been studied

in detail ([5], [6], [8]). In [4] we considered the case b = 0 (mod p), when X

is totally non-homologous to zero in XG (mod p). The structure of the possible

fixed sets was determined, and it was noted that when n is even, X is always

totally non-homologous to zero. Here we settle the remaining case where X

is not totally non-homologous to zero (mod p), so that n is necessarily odd.
Since n is odd, we must have a = 0 (mod p) and X is of cohomology type

(0, 0). We obtain

Theorem 1. Let G = Zp, p an odd prime, act on a finite complex X of co-
homology type (0, 0) (mod p). If X is not totally non-homologous to zero in

XG, then the fixed point set F ~p Sq, -1 < q < 3«, q odd. Moreover, all
possibilities for q occur.
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Examples of G acting freely on spaces X of type (0, 0) were constructed

in [4]. Here we compute the cohomology of the orbit space of a free G action

on X obtaining

Theorem 2. Let X be a space of cohomology type (0, 0) with nonzero mod-p

cohomology only in dimensions 0, n, 2n, 3« (n odd). Suppose G = Zp, p

odd prime, acts freely on X. Then as graded commutative algebras,

H*(X/G; Zp) = Zp[x, y, z]/(x2, z2, zy"+1'2, y3n+l'2)

where degx - 1, degy = 2, degz = n and y — ßp(x) (ßp being the mod-p

Bockstein).

2. Preliminaries

We will recall here several facts about equivariant cohomology HG(X) =

H*(XG) (see [2, Chapter 7] for more information).

First of all we will denote cohomology with Zp coefficients simply by H*(X)

and from now on Zp coefficients are intended (unless explicitly indicated oth-

erwise). If G = Zp acts on X, F denotes the fixed set. It is well known that

if H*(X) = 0 for * > m , then the inclusion FG —> XG induces a cohomology

isomorphism H*(XG) -> H*(FG) for * > m . Recall that XG = EGxGX is the

bundle over the classifying space B G with fibre X associated to the principal

bundle EG —> BG • FG = F x BG is a subbundle.
If X is a finite G-CW-complex and G acts trivially on H*(X; Z) (integer

coefficients), then for any k ,

J2±Hk+2i(F) < ^rkZ/*+2,'(X).

For example, if H*(X) vanishes in even degrees, so does H*(F).

We recall that if ¿^lTkH*(X) < oo (as in the present case), then X is totally

non-homologous to zero in XG (i.e., there is a cohomology extension of the

fibre X -* XG) with Zp-coefficients iff ^TkH*(F) = £rkZ7*(.Y) iff G acts

trivially on H*(X) and the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of X' -* XG -^ BG

degenerates.
In computing the cohomology of the orbit space X/G, where G acts freely

on X, we make use of the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of XG —► BG (in

this case the map of orbit spaces XG —> X/G is a homotopy equivalence, so the

cohomology of XG obtained from this spectral sequence will be the cohomology

of X/G). If nx(BG) = Zp acts trivially on H*(X) (as it does in the present

case), then the E2 term is Ek•' = Hk(BG) ® H'(X). The product structure

in the spectral sequence induces a product in the subalgebras Z^'0 and E®'*

which coincides with the cup products. Also the edge homomorphisms,

Hk(BG) = Ek2'° - £*.-° - • • • - £*;» = Z&° Ç Hk(XG),

H'(XG) ^E°J = Éj;[ C---CE°2'1 = Hl(X)

are the homomorphisms n*\ Hk(BG) -» Hk(XG) and i*: H'(XG) -» H'(X),

respectively.
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Finally recall that

H*(BG) = Zp[s, t]/(s2) = A(s) ® Zp[t]

where degs = 1 , deg/ = 2 and ßp(s) = t  (ßp is the mod-p Bockstein asso-

ciated to Zp —> Zpi -» Zp).

3. Proof of Theorem 1 and examples

To prove Theorem 1, suppose that X is not totally non-homologous to zero in

XG (modp). Then we must have n odd (by [4]) and rk H*(F) < rkH*(X) =

4. Also x{F) s x(X) = 0 (modp). So *(F) = 0 or X(F) = 3 and p =
3. But x(F) = 3 requires ¿^rk H2'(F) > 2 and, since G acts trivially on

H*(X ; Z) (integer coefficients), we must have

Y^rkH2i(F) < ^TkH2i(X) = 2.

Therefore %(F) = 0 and F ~p Sq for q odd and -1 < q < 3« .   G

We now will give examples to show that all the possibilities for q are actually

realised. The case of q = -1 (i.e., F = 0) is [4]. So assume that q is odd

1 < q. To begin with, let w > 3 be odd and m = n + 2 (so m is odd).
There is a Zp action on S2 x Sm with fixed set S3. One can obtain such an

action by letting n be the Hopf 2-plane bundle over S2, -n its inverse (i.e.,

n®-n = trivial 4-plane bundle). Let e be a trivial m -3 plane bundle. -n®e
admits a fibre-wise orthogonal action of Zp which leaves only the zero section

(i.e., S2) fixed. Consider n ©(-?/© e). Let Zp act trivially on r\. Taking

unit sphere bundles yields an action of Zp on S2 x Sm (m = n + 2) with

fixed set the total space of the sphere bundle of n (i.e., S3) (see [3] for other

such examples). Now remove a fixed point to obtain a Zp action on a space

Y which is homotopy equivalent to S2 V Sn+2 and has contractible fixed set.

Let Zp act trivially on S"~3, and take the join of S"~3 and Y. This space

W has Zp action with contractible fixed set and is itself homotopy equivalent

to S" V S2" . Now let Zp act on S3n with fixed set S" for q odd (e.g., take a

linear action) and form the one-point union (at a fixed point) of W and S3n .
This provides all examples.

4. Proof of Theorem 2

By the Universal Coefficient Theorem, we have H'"(X) = Zp for i =

0, 1, 2, 3. We choose generators v¡ £ H'n(X), i = 1,2,3, respectively,

satisfying the relations v2 = 0 and vxv2 = 0. Consider the Leray-Serre spec-

tral sequence of the map n: XG —► BG with coefficients in the constant sheaf

%f*(X) associated to G = Zp (G = Zp = nx(BG) acts trivially on H*(X)).

The Zs2-term of the spectral sequence is

EkJ = Hk(BG)®Hl(X).

Since X has no fixed points and p is odd, n must be odd and E2 ¿ E^ . So

some differential:
dr:Ek'l^Ek+r''-r+l

must be nontrivial. This is only possible for r = « + 1, 2« + 1 and 3« + 1 ,

and it is easily seen that

dn+x(l®vx) = dn+x(l®v3) = 0   and   dn+x(l ® v2) ¿ 0.
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So
pk,2n _ r\ _ pk+n+1, n

for all k and r > n + 1. Obviously then, d2n+x = 0.
If di„+x (1 <g> v-s) = 0, then the bottom and top lines of the spectral sequence

survive to infinity and this contradicts the fact that H*(XG) = 0 for * > 3«

(for G acts freely, hence FG — 0). Therefore ¿3„+i(l ® v3) ^ 0 so that

r?k,3n _ n — pk+3n+i ,0
^oo        — U — £-00

Hence we obtain

{Zp for j >3n,

Zp for 0 <j<n- 1 and 2« + 1 < ; < 3«,

Zp © Zp for n < j <2n .

To determine the multiplicative structure, note that for k < 3«, Zs^'0 c

Hk(XG). Let jc = 5 ® 1 6 £¿° and y = t ® 1 e £&°. Then 7r*(s) = x,

ii*(t) = y and ßp(x) = y, by naturality of the Bockstein cohomology opera-

tion. The homomorphism

yU(.):EkJ^E^2'1

is an isomorphism for k < 3« - 2 if / = 0 and for k < n - 2 if / = n.

Therefore multiplication by y £ H2(XG)

yU(-):Hk(XG)^Hk+2(XG)

is an isomorphism for k < 2(n — 1). The element 1 ®vx £ E® '" is a permanent

cocycle and determines an element w in E®¿ " • E* • *, and E*¿ * are bigraded

commutative algebras and therefore the total complex Tot E*¿ * given by

(TotZ^T =   © EkJ
k+l=m

is a graded commutative algebra isomorphic to

Zp[x, y, w]/(x2, w2, wy("+lV2, yè»+lV2).

Now we choose an element z e H"(XG) such that i*(z) = vx . Because the

composition ni factors through a point, i*n* is zero in positive degrees and

hence we can assume that zy("+1)//2 = 0. Since the multiplication by y is an

isomorphism in degrees less than 2(n - 1), zy' ^ 0 for 2i,< « - 1. Thus we

have

H*(XG) = Zp[x, y, z]/(x2, z2, z/"+i»2, y3"+i»2)

as graded commutative algebras, n: XG -»• X/G is a homotopy equivalence

and so induces a cohomology isomorphism. This completes the proof.   D
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